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“What Do You Want To Be When You Grow Up?”

• How many times are we asked that as a child?

• How many times do we still not know the answer as an adult?

• Lifelong learning and continuously reinventing yourself is key
My Career Path

Nursing Assistant
- Learned about compassion and the basics of patient care

LPN
- Learned basic nursing skills and beyond in clinic setting

RN
- Further refined skills and gained confidence

BSN
- Started to realize my potential and matured as a leader

MSN
- Wisdom, expertise, education and mentors all important for my growth
My Current Role

Client Relationships
- Guide executive leadership team to set goals and lead them for success
- Build trust
- ‘Bedside’ to the board connection

Orchestration of Outcomes
- Quality
- Patient Experience
- Access and Throughput
- Change control and behavior modification

"The Big Picture"
- Healthcare opportunities are endless
- Don’t underestimate the value of your experience
- Learn something from everyone you work with

"Start Up" Environment
- Continuously innovating
- Understand when to “get in the weeds” and ways to stay out of the weeds
- Always show confidence
- Design technology that fits the role
Questions??
Thank you!

- Dan Clark, clarkd@optum.com, Phone: 330-801-0131
  - https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-clark-fhimss-422b9933/

- Lisa Meyer lmeyer@Edgility.io, Mobile: 320-309-9261